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Abst ract - -The  Fox-Wright Psi function is a special case of Fox's H-function and a generalization 
of the generalized hypergeometric function. In the present paper, we show that the Psi function 
reduces to a single generalized hypergeometric function when certain of its parameters are integers and 
to a finite sum of generalized hypergeometric functions when these parameters are rational numbers. 
Applications to the solution of algebraic trinomial equations and to a problem in information theory 
are provided. A connection with Meijer's G-function is also discussed. 
Keywords- -Fox-Wr ight  Psi function, Zeros of trinomials, Special functions, Information theory. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Fox-Wright Psi function p~q[Z] and its normal izat ion p~q[Z] are hypergeometr ic  functions 
whose series representat ions are given by 
pkO q[ (°q,A1),'",(°~p, A ); ] 
(~, B1),.., (&, Bq); z 
, [(c~l,A1),...,(~p, Ap); ] 
P~q L (~I,B1),.., (~q, Sq); z 
P 
0o [ I r (  ~k + Akn) 
= Z k~l zA 
n!' 
,~:o l - i r(z k + Bkn) 
k=l  
r ( z , ) . . . r (&)  [ (a l ,d l ) ,  .. (ap, Ap);z] 
= r (~) .  r(~q) ~% " ' ' L (~I,B*), ,(&,B0; J 
(1.1) 
where F(z)  is the Gamma function. Thus, pqtq[Z] is a special case of Fox's H- funct ion Hk, tm'n[z] 
(see, e.g., [1, p. 50]) and pqtq[Z] is a general ization of the familiar generalized hypergeometr ic  
function pFq[z] 
1 ( ,)ozo 
L~I , . . ,& ;  zj = (~1)~ (~q)~ nT' (1.2) 
rt----0 
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where the Pochhammer or shifted factorial symbol is defined by (a)n = F(a + n)lF(a) for nonneg- 
ative integers n. Clearly, if we set Ai = 1 (i = 1,... ,p), Bi = 1 (i = 1,.. . ,  q) in equation (1.1), 
p~q[Z] reduces to pFq[z] given by equation (1.2). 
In what follows, we shall consider only the special case of the Fox-Wright function where 
p = q = 1; thus, 
• r (a,A); ] F(f l)~-, F(a + An)z n 
'~ '  [ (fl, B); zj = V(a) "---' r(fl + Bn) n!" (1.3) 
n=0 
The importance of l~[z]  has recently been indicated by its connection with elementary num- 
ber theory via Fermat's last theorem [2,3] and in applied problems via the solution of trinomial 
equations [4]. Thus, it appears worthwhile studying and recording further properties of the Psi 
function. To this end, in the present paper we shall show that ,~[z]  reduces to a single gener- 
alized hypergeometric function when A and B assume integer values and that when these same 
parameters are rational numbers, l~[z]  reduces to a finite sum of generalized hypergeometric 
functions. Then, in Section 4, we shall give further applications relevant o the solution of trino- 
mials in general, and in particular in Section 6 to certain trinomials which arise in a problem in 
information theory. In Section 5, we give a reduction of a particular case of Meijer's G-function. 
2. THE PSI FUNCTION FOR INTEGER A AND B 
Assume that A and B in equation (1.3) are positive integers. Clearly, for A = B = 1, 
, r . ; z ]  lt~#l [(/~,l);ZJ ----1El Ln; J ' (2.1) 
so that in this case, we have reduction to the confluent hypergeometric function 1El[Z] which 
converges for all z in the finite complex plane. 
By using Gauss's multiplication theorem for the Gamma function, it follows that 
( 1 )  ( k - l )  
rlk(n+u)]=r(ku)(kk) "(u). U+~ . . .  #+~ , (2.2) 
for positive integers k and nonnegative integers n. Thus, since F(a + An) = F[A(n + a/A)], we 
obtain (cf., [5, p. 240, equation (I.26)]) 
(a+l~ . . . (a+A-1) (AA)n ,  
,,: o 
(2.3) 
which when used together with equation (1.3) yields 
ltI/1 (n ,n )  Zj = ~F~, ' (2.4) 
L B '  ' BB J ' 
for positive integers A and B. Obviously, equation (2.4) reduces to equation (2.1) when 
A=B=I .  
Similarly, for integer A _> 1, 
r(a) 
r(~ - An) = (~_~).(z~_~).... (a~)n[(_a)~],,' (2.5) 
which follows from equation (2.3) and the identity F(a - n) /r (a)  = (-1)n/(1 - a)n with n 
replaced by An. Thus, we have also from equations (2.3), (2.5), and (1.3) for A and B positive 
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integers the following: 
[ (~, -A) ;  1 [ ~-~ 2-~ ( -B ) ' z ]  * B ' S , . . . ,B~;  
[ l--or 2--~ 1% t(~,-B);ZJ = .FA AAO~ ;A ' a ' ' ' ' '  ( -A )  A J 
[1-o A-o  z ] 
1~'I/1 (fl, B) z = oFA+n A ' " "  A ' B ' " "  B ' ( -A ) 'AB  ~ ' 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
*[(°A) ] ] 
i~I'i (~, -B)  'z  = A+~Fo a • ' ' ' "  A ' B ' ' ' "  ;AA( - -B )Bz  " 
' (2.8) 
Note that the right-hand side of equation (2.8) diverges for z ¢ 0 except when it is a polynomial, 
in which case it converges for all z. In addition, equations (2.4), (2.6)-(2.8) are valid for either 
A = 0 or B = 0 by deleting the parameters which contain them. 
3. THE PS I  FUNCTION FOR RAT IONAL A AND B 
Assume now that A and B are positive rational numbers. We may always assume that A = a/k  
and B = b/k where the integer pairs a, k and b, k need not be relatively prime. Thus, 
[oo] , ( ,~) ;  F(fl) +~ ) z ~ F(~)  F (~+~ ) (3.1) 
~% (~,~) z r(~) r(~+ r -~ r(~+ -- bn) n ! -  1 + bn) n!" 
n=0 k n=l  k 
Now partition the positive integers n according to n : kp - q where q = 0, 1 . . . .  , k - 1 and 
p = 1,2, 3 , . . . .  Calling for the moment he Psi function in equation (3.1) S, we obtain 
S = 1 + F -~ q=0p=l  P -~b-~- - -  ~k)] F(1 + kp-q)  
k-1  oo c~ r(~) (z~) ~ r[~(p + ~ + ~)] 
= 1 + ~-~ E zk-q E r(1 + k - q + kp) r[b(p + ~-~ + ~)1 (3.2) 
q=0 p=0 
r(f~) k ~ (z~F r[a(p + ~ + ~)] 
= l +~(a)  ~-~z~-~r[k (p+ ~ , r [b (p+~+~) l  r+l~l r ' 
r= l  p=0 
where the latter result was obtained by reversing the order of summation by setting r = k - q in 
the penultimate sum. 
Referring to equation (3.2), set 
r+ l  r 
Then, by using equation (2.2), we have 
r[~(p + ~11 
r[k(p +,~)]r[b(p +~3)] = \Vg~] r(k~2)r(b,3) 
1 (,1)p(,1 + z)p... (,1 + ~)p  
x 1 (,~)~(,2 + ~)~... (~ + ~)~(~3)~(,3 + -~)~... (~3 + ~)~ 
which we use together with equation (3.2) to obtain for k = 1,2, 3 , . . . ,  
1~1 L(z,~) 'z, J = 1+ r -~ r(z+ ~) ~ 
, ' " , k  ~ ; (3.3) - ~=~ ~1 ~ ~ , ~+i r + .. . 
k-~ 'k-{-  b ' ' ' ' ' k  ' k ' k ' "~ 
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where a and b are nonnegative integers, the result being valid for either a -- 0 or b = 0 by deleting 
the parameters which contain them. 
Next, from equation (2.5), since P(a - An) = F[ -A(n  - a/A)], it easily follows that 
r [ -k (n  + ~)] = r ( -~k)  
1 2 ~)~ .(~ + (~+~)~(~+ .. ~)~[(-k)k]~ 
(3.4) 
where k is a positive integer and n is a nonnegative integer. Equations (2.2) and (3.4) may then 
be used together with equation (3.2) to obtain for nonnegative integers a and b, the following 
results for k - 1,2,3, . . .  : 
. ; r(~) r (a  - ~ ) z ~ 
1•1 ~i l  .Z = 1+ F---(~ r ( f l _br )  r, 
r= l  k 
1-p r b 1 ,}+ b , . . . ,~+~- -  
X bT1Fa+k r 1 a , . .  a ~ k ' ' ' ' '  ~+ :~ . ,~+°-"  ~÷~ r,k (3.5) 
k , (-a) a 
O~ a 
r 1 - -a  
1; ;+~ 
• ] r(fl) ~-~r (a -~r )z  r 
i z = 1 +~-~ F-~;  b-r) r[ IFa+b+k 
r= l  k 
r a -a  r fl r f l+b-1  r+ l  
' "~+~' -+F"a  k ' ;+  b ' - - " ' "k  
r + k 
k ' (-a)obb , (3.6) 
1~I/1 ( f l , _b )  ; ~- -~ ~ F(fl--br) r! 
a r a~-a-  1 r 1-fl r b-f l  
-a ' '  "" ' "k r+ l  r+k  Xa+b+lFk 1,~+ -t- a ' k+ b " ' ' '~+ b 
k " ' ' '  k 
We mention here that obviously results analogous to equations (2.4), (3.3), etc., may be obtained 
for pk~q[Z] defined by equation (1.1) when the Ai (i = 1,...  ,p) and B~ (i = 1,...  ,q) are integers 
or rational numbers. 
An interesting corollary may be obtained from either equation (3.3) or (3.5) by setting a = b, 
a = fl; thus, 
expz=l+E~. lF  k 1; k '  k ' ' ' "  k ;  
r----1 
where k is a positive integer. 
We conclude this section by noting that when k = 1, equations (3.3), (3.5)-(3.7), respectively, 
reduce after simplification to equations (2.4), (2.6)-(2.8). 
4. APPL ICAT ION TO TR INOMIAL  EQUATIONS 
Interest in the solution of algebraic trinomial equations originated evidently with Lambert 
(1758). Numerous other investigators studied them, notably Lagrange (1770), Heymann (1887), 
Capelli (1892), Ramanujan (circa 1903 and 1913), and Mellin (1915). Berndt [6, p. 72, p. 307] 
gives a brief history of the subject while Belardinelli [7, p. 30] presents a detailed account including 
an extensive bibliography. 
Mellin's result [8] (see also [7, p. 37] and [9, p. 81]) may be given elegantly by employing the 
Psi function as follows: for real x the positive root of the trinomial equation 
yN + xyN-Q _ 1 = 0, N > Q > 0 (4.1) 
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is given by 
r (~ ,~)  
y = 1~7 L( 1 + 1,--~N) 
where Q and N are real numbers and 
] () ' - x  , 4.2 
(Q) -Q/N  (~NQ)Q/N-1  
Ixl < _< 2. (4.3) 
Belardinelli observed [7, p. 56] that when N and Q are integers, then the solution y given by 
equation (4.2) may be written as a sum of N generalized hypergeometric functions defined by 
equation (1.2). However, his result is incorrect. Such a representation i  terms of generalized 
hypergeometric functions may be obtained immediately from equation (3.7) by setting a = 1 /N ,  
fl = I + I /N ,  a = N-Q,  b= Q, k = N ,  and z = -x. Thus, we obtain for positive integers 
N > Q > 1 that the positive root of equation (4.1) is given by 
I ~ F(~ +-~-~r)  ( -x)  r 
,, = 1 + ~ r -g+~- - -~)  ,-7- ,,,+~F~ 7"=1 
X I'-N+ N(N-Q) ' ' ' ' 'N+~I+ N-Qr+N'N NQ' ' ' ' 'N  NQ + Q , 
N" ' ' '  N 
(4.4) 
where 
~ = (-Q)Q(N - Q)N-Q ( -N)  N (4.5) 
We note that since ~ must satisfy I~1 < 1 in order for each N+iFN[~] in equation (4.4) to converge, 
then equation (4.5) yields the inequality (4.3). In particular, if Ix I _< 1, then we always have I~1 < 1 
which will prove useful in Section 6. 
We remark that it is easy to show that the positive solution y of equation (4.1) is also given by 
1 
= 1 N-Q r-~. N+IFN 
~W q- l r  ~ r 1, .~+-~Q,. . . , - -~+ + Q 'N N--"(~Z~,'",N 
X r-l-1 r+N 
N '' ' '~ N 
i N-q-1  ] 
~ q -  N-Q i r  I , 
where 
r I = ( -Q)Q(N - Q)N-Q (4.6) 
In addition, y-1 is the positive root of z N - xz  Q - 1 = O. 
Other representations for the positive root of equation (4.1) (with Q replaced by N - Q) may 
be given. By using [2, equations (9) and (10)], the trinomial equation 
yN/Q + xy  -- 1 = 0 
for integers N > Q > 1 has the positive solution 
y= 
0 ÷ ~,-1 + ~) ; 
where 
Ix l  < ~- - I ; (4.7) 
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thus, it is easy to see that 
has the solution 
yN -t- xy Q - 1 = 0 
y= 1@~ (1 + __QN_QN, _1 + N~ ) - -X  
Note that y-1 is also the positive root of Z N - -  XZ  N-Q - -  1 = O. 
Further, a computation similar to that employed in deriving equations (3.3) and (3.5)-(3.7), 
but more complex in its details (so for brevity, we shall omit it here), yields the result 
llI]~ (1+~, -1+~)  , - -  e 
~v~ ~ ~+ ~'--%' 1 s -~ + (_1)0__ (1 - Q + N )Q- t N ,r -  
,.=1 (--~-g r)Q (r - 1)! 
×NFN- I  1 ,~ N-Q,N, ' ' ' ,~  + N-Q ,~-} -Q, ' ' "~-~-  Q 'T] , (4.8) r~l r+N-1 N ' ' ' ' '  N 
where r / is given by equation (4.6), 6 is defined by 
~=~'0 '  NCQ+I ,  
L 1, N=Q+I ,  
and x satisfies the inequality (4.7). 
In particular, setting Q -- 1 in equation (4.8), we see that the positive root of the equation 
yN + xy -- 1 = 0, N > 2 
is given by 
N-1 (_.~)Z_~ xr-lr] NFN-1 [1, r 1 r r N-3 . (Y -  } ( i )  N] 
Y rtl  r~-N-1 . 
r=l r-1 N ~'''~ N 
5.  CONNECTION WITH MEI JER 'S  G-FUNCTION 
In [10], Boersma shows for positive integers ai (i = 1, . . .  ,p), bi (i = 1, . . .  ,q), and k that the 
Fox-Wright Psi function 
where 
(~1, k ) , ,  (~., ~) ; ~,o 
p~q (~1 b.~),..., (~q b.~) Z =~tGa,k+ b b~'-'~.~qq ?~1,..,?~kTb] ' 
P q r(Zl) . . ,  r(zq) v~ 
a= Eai ,  b= ~b,,  ,=  r(,,)...r(~,) 2.(k-,/2 
i=1 i=l 
q 
I I (2rc)(b'- l)12bl' /2)-n' 
i=1 
P 
1-I(2zr)(a,-1)/2all/2) -'~, 
/=1 
and 
O~ 1 C~ I + 1 
a l  ' a l  
a2 c~2 + 1 
~a,+l  = 1 - - -  ~a~+2 = 1 
a2 ' a2 
E~ 1 ~ a I - -  1 
0,1 
c~2 + a2  - 1 
- - , . . . ,~a l+a2 = 1 
a2 
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, ° ,  
~al-t-a2-l-...+ap- l + l -~ 1 - - -  
Otp 
ap  ' 
~a l+a2+. . .+av_ l+ 2 = 1 
av +.....1 , ~a 1 ap + a v - 1 
ap ap 
r h = O, 
T ]k+l  = 1 - -  - -  
T ]k+bx+ 1 ---- I - -  - -  
f l l  
51 ' 
& 
52 ' 
1 k -1  
72 = ~, . . . ,~?k -  k ' 
fll + 1 /31 + bl - 1 
~k+2 : 1 - - , . . . ,  l ] kTb  1 : 1 
bl bl ' 
f12+l f12 +b2-  1 
~k+bx+2 ---- 1 - - , . . . , ' r ]k+b l+b2 = 1 
b2 b2 ' 
l]k_{_blTb2w...Tbq_lq- 1 = 1 - - -  
flq f lq+l  
bq T]kq-bl-{-b2-l-.. .+bq_l.b2 1 bq . , T]k_t_ b 1 
~q + bq -1  
bq 
In particular, for p = q = 1, we get 
1ff21 (fl,  b )  'Z  : 27r ( l÷b-a -k ) /2  - -  
; F(a) bZ 
g'2k,a a ' " " " ' l - -  a 
X ~'~a,k-bb V 1_, --1--k-1 13 1 - -  ~+b- i  " 
"'" k ' b ' ' ' ' '  b 
(5.1) 
Now comparing the latter result with equation (3.3), we obtain for positive integers a, b, and k 
( (~- )  kaa  1, a 1 - a+a-1 ) 
k ,a  a ' " " " ' a 
Ga'k+b -~ 0,1  k-1 1 ~ 1 ~+b-1 
k" ' "  k ' b ' ' ' ' '  b 
V kbF(f l )  a s 1 + ~  F( f l+ r[ r= l  b r  ) a+lFb+k 
[ a r a+a- - t  , ( ; )k  a~] )  
a ' ' ' "~ rk__~ x r 1 ,  ~ + + z r f l+b-1 r -~k " 
k-{- ~ ' ' ' ' ' k -~"  b ' " ' ' '  k ' 
(5.2) 
See [11, Chapter V], for example, for an introduction to the G-function. 
6. A PROBLEM IN INFORMATION THEORY 
We consider a noiseless and memoryless communication channel [12] with symbols sl and s2. 
The time for symbol sl (s2) to pass through the channel is the positive integer Q(N) ,  N > Q. 
We note that the case N = Q is trivial and will not be discussed. 
A transmission over the channel can be viewed as a sequence s whose terms are Sl or s2. We 
define the length of s to be c lQ + c2N, where ci is the number of occurrences of si in s. Let Sn, 
n an integer, be the set consisting of all sequences of length n, and let ISn[ denote the magnitude 
or cardinal number of Sn. Since there is only one sequence of length zero (the empty sequence), 
[Sol = 1. There are no sequences of negative length, so IS_M[ = 0, n ¢ 0. 
The maximal amount of "information," in units of bits per unit time, that can be transmitted 
over the channel is called the capacity C and is defined by 
C = limsuPn__,oo log 2 ~lS~l. (6.1) 
The original definition was given by Shannon [12, p. 37] who used the ordinary limit, which is 
not always defined (i.e., Q = 2, N = 4, lS2,+1[ = 0). The limit superior is always defined since 
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IS,,I is bounded from above by 2 n. Other authors have noted and corrected Shannon's definition, 
but the error nevertheless has been perpetuated through much of the literature• However, in 
practice, the following correct result [12, p. 37] is often used to express C. 
THEOREM. (Shannon) :  The  capac i ty  is g iven  by  C = log 2 y, where  y is the  un ique  pos i t i ve  root 
of  the equat ion  z N - z N -Q - 1 -- O. 
For the same reason that Shannon's definition is flawed, his proof of the theorem, using the 
asymptotic behavior of finite differences, does not hold. Certainly others have correctly proved 
the result, but we offer below a novel proof using complex analysis. We note that a similar 
method has been employed by Kuich [13] in his study of the entropy of context-free languages. 
If we place the terms sl, s2, respectively, onto the end of nonempty sequences of length n -  Q, 
n - N, we obtain in each case a sequence of length n. Since the last term of a nonempty sequence 
of length n must be either sl or s2, we see that in general the [Sn[ satisfy the recurrence relation 
ISnl = IS~-QI + IS.-NI + 60n, 
where 3on = 1 if and only if n = 0. 
• OO n We define the z-transform [14] of a sequence {an} to be the power series ~n=oanZ . Applying 
the z-transform to the above, we arrive at the formal equation 
co  oo  OO 
IS.Iz" = z ~ ~ is. iz" + zQ ~ IS.l~" + 1 
n=O n=O n=O 
The above result is valid for Izl less than the radius of convergence of the power series S(z )  = 
~ '~=olSn lz  n, and so we have 
1 
S(z )  - 1 - zQ - z N" 
Since [Sn[ < 2 n, S(z )  is analytic in a neighborhood of z = 0 and so may be expressed 
uniquely as a Maclaurin series• Therefore, the radius of convergence of S(z ) ,  which is given 
by 1/limsupn_~OO ~ IX/~nl, is equal to the magnitude of the root of smallest modulus of 1 - z O, - 
Z N= O. 
Now noting that 
1 - I z i  Q - i z l  N < [1 - zQ - S I , 
we see that the positive root r of 1 - z Q - z g = 0 is the root of smallest modulus; see also 
[15, p. 122, Theorem (27,1)]. Thus, we have 
1 
lim sup 
n- - *OO 
and so 
y = r -1 _- lim sup " IX/~nl 
n--COO 
is the positive root of Z N - -  7, N -Q - -  1 = 0. 
Next, by equation (6.1) 
C = l imsuplog 2 ~ "  ,q_ = log 2 l imsup ~ IV/~nl = log 2 y, 
n- -cOO n - -~OO 
and the theorem is proved. 
Thus, by setting x = -1,  for example, in equation (4.4), we have the following corollary. 
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COROLLARY. For N > Q >_ 1, the capacity C = C(N,  Q) is given by 
26 = 1~ ~ r=l F (1-~- ~ - ~Nr) r, 
Q-1 N-c~-I ~,(r), ~,(r) + Q 
X N+IFN 1 ,p ( r ) , . . . ,#( r )  + N-Q ' " ' ' ,  
r+l r-]-N 
N ' ' ' ' '  N 
where 
and 
r 1 r 1 
#(r)  = ~ + N(g -  Q) '  v(r)  - g NQ'  
( -Q)Q(N - Q)N-Q 
~'= N N 
Closed forms for the capacity for 1 _< Q < N _< 4 are of course readi ly given since polynomial  
equations up to the fourth degree are "solvable by radicals." Thus, we have, for example,  the 
following: 
./K 
2c(2,1 ) _ 1 + v~ 
2 
2 
In general, however, 2 C(N,Q) may be expressed by means of the results previously given in terms 
of a finite number P of hypergeometr ic functions p+lFp[z] where P = N or N - 1. In [16,17], 
extensive and up to date collections of reductions for single, double, and mult ip le general ized 
hypergeometr ic  functions are provided. 
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